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Magical

MAKEOVER
Hollywood actress Kim Cattrall lived in
One Park West when she was appearing
on stage at Liverpool's Playhouse

Kate Kingston

Theatre. But this contemporary apartment in the
same building was designed with men in mind
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TOP TIPS FOR YOUR PERFECT
CITY CENTRE BEDROOM
1. For boys who love their toys the
remote controlled Epson HD projector
with retractable 70" viewable screen
is a step up from any television and
offers comfortable and private
cinema viewings.
2. An urban flat needs to celebrate its
surroundings and this one boasts the
most impressive and unrivalled
panoramic views of Liverpool’s
landmarks, including; the Three
Graces, Albert Dock and the New
Museum of Liverpool.
3. A bespoke digital wall covering, scaled
to fit the wall to the millimetre, then
professionally printed by Digitex,
immediately captures the attention.
4. Sharp and crisp white high gloss floors
help keep the room light and bright as
well as offer a contemporary feel.
5. Black out blinds and double glazing
ensure an uninterrupted lazy Sunday
lie-in.
6. The fun and imaginative holographic
mirrored ceiling is a contemporary take
on the bachelor pad of the 1970’s and
creates a night sky feel to be enjoyed
from the warmth and comfort of the
occupiers white high gloss lacquered
contemporary styled bed.
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7. A clear glass console table and an
acrylic ‘S’ Chair, by Danish designer
Verner Panton.
8. Side table lamps are from Design
House Stockholm. They are called the
Cord Lamp Mini and come supplied
with a black and white check fabric flex.

W

hen award-winning
interior designers
Kingston Shaw set
to work on the
perfect apartment
for a 21st century man they filled it
with lots of modern touches, gadgets
and gizmos. The property, in the heart
of Liverpool city centre with views of
Albert Dock and the Three Graces, is
part of the One Park West development
from Grosvenor.
lancashire.greatbritishlife.co.uk

The interior of the property, which is
for sale, has been executed stylishly as
well as making it a fun place to live.
The hallway is covered with Astroturf
complete with putting holes. There is
also an American-style locker room and
state-of-the-art equipment including
the country’s first La Boite laptop desk
and in the living/dining area there is a
CD/radio/hard drive system with floor
speakers by Bang & Olufsen.
In the bedroom the designers have let

their imaginations run wild including a
large digital wall covering that covers
one side of the room and an HD
projector with 70" retractable screen.
Kate Kingston, managing director of
Kingston Shaw said: ‘We wanted the
look and feel of the bachelor’s apartment
to reflect the city as being both exciting
and stylish, delivered with a sense of
humour. We sincerely believe that we
have created a unique apartment right in
the heart of Liverpool.’
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